
 

Red iPhone 8 arrives, LG G7 ThinQ images leaked

NEWSWATCH: Friday, 13 April 2018, will see the arrival of Apple's iPhone 8 and iPhone 8 Plus (Product)Red special
edition (the new generation of iPhone in a red finish in select countries; and images of LG's upcoming flagship, the G7
ThinQ, have been leaked.

iPhone 8 (Product)Red special edition

In a statement, the company mentioned that both phones sport a glass enclosure, now in red, with a matching aluminium
band and a sleek black front.

According to Greg Joswiak, Apple’s vice president of product marketing, this special edition (Product)Red iPhone also
offers customers the opportunity to make an impact in fighting the spread of HIV and Aids.

“iPhone 8 and iPhone 8 Plus improve on everything we love about iPhone, including Retina HD displays that are more
beautiful than ever, the most powerful and smartest chip ever in a smartphone with the A11 Bionic and more advanced
cameras for unbelievable photos and videos,” said Joswiak.

LG G7 ThinQ
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Image: Android Headlines

An exclusive article on Android Headlines, notes that images and renders of LG's new flagship smartphone, the LG G7
ThinQ, have been leaked.

The report states that the phone will be available in “Aurora Black,” “Platinum Grey,” “Moroccan Blue,” “Moroccan Blue
(Matte),” and “Raspberry Rose.”
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